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KARM. MACHINE TOOLS PVT. LTD.

is India's premier company

engaged in the manufacture and export of premium quality Stone processing
Machines. Since our inception in 2010 we have been catering to the needs of various
industries with utmost precision. Our professional management, sound infrastructure
and skilled workforce has enabled us to manufacture wide range of stone processing

We Believe in

machinery that function and still are low in costing. With over two decades of
experience, we have not just gained the experience and expertise to fabricate a vast
range of products but have also gradually come to be regarded as one of the
pioneers in our field.
Today, our range of stone processing machines comprising of Multiwire Saw, Line
Polishing Machine, Marble Gang Saw Machine, Granite Multi Cutter Machine,
Gantry Cranes, E.O.T. Cranes, Block Cutter Machine etc.

AD VANCE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOG Y
CREATING NEW STAND ARD S FOR THE IND U STRY

Multiwiresaw Pride

About Multiwiresaw Pride
As the name says, this machine is the pride of KMT and the result of all the hard work
and experience gained after decades in this industry. Isosceles triangular wire
geometry with just five transmissions (drums/pulleys). All the drums, including the
wire stretching pulleys, have a diameter of 1000 mm & are casted with a very high
quality of aluminum. Designed to maximize the operator ergonomic comfort: Easy
access to the machine with practical staircases and gangways.
Fast and easy wire change and positioning. Immediate and intuitive operator

Technical Specifications

interface of the touch screen for machine management. The wire stretching pulleys,

Type

KMT Pride - 41

one for each wire and rotating on bearings, are individually driven by a single

Numbers of Wires

41 Nos.

hydraulic piston ensuring a uniform and constant tension of wire. The arc of

Max Cutting

Length (mm)

3500

movement of the wire stretching pulleys is very large therefore the wire installation is

Capacity

Width (mm)

1116

very easy. The rubber profiles are two-tone, which makes easy for the operator to

Height (mm)

2100

install the wires. The Pride comes in two models named as Pride 41 & Pride 76.

Main (Hp)

220 Hp

Up/down (Hp)

10 Hp

Motors Power

Trolley (Hp)

3 Hp

Water Pump

5x2 Hp

Hydraulic

5x2 Hp

Dimensions of

Length (mm)

11000

Machine (mm)

Width (mm)

7000

Height (mm)

7000

Weight of Machine

40,000 kg. (approx.)

The technical data (dimensions and weight) provided in the above table are
not binding. We reserve the right to introduce and bring alterations without
any prior notice to the customer.
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Line Polishing Machine

About Line Polishing Machine
KMT Line polishing machine has many features that ensures the
safety of the both machine and the slabs and also reduce the

Technical Specifications

maintenance of the machine.

KMT-20-6B/2200
No. of Heads
Useful working width

KMT-12-6B/1600

KMT-16-6B/2200

20 Nos.

12 Nos.

16 Nos.

600-2200mm

600-1600mm

600-2200mm

Gang rollers are used in the KMT LPMs which requires less
maintenance than the LPMs with linear guides and gang rollers

Useful working thickness

15-100mm

15-100mm

15-100mm

Safe warning shows the level of lubricants used for the head

Belt advancement speed

0-2500mm/min.

0-2500mm/min.

0-2500mm/min.

assembly, the lubricant tank is easily visible to the operator and it is

Spindle motor power

12.5Hp

12.5Hp

12.5Hp

also very easy to change the lubricants.

Total power

275Hp

175Hp

225Hp

Spindles, like other parts, are completely manufactured and

Water Consumption
Overall dimension (LxWxH)

750 ltr/min.

450 ltr/min.

600 ltr/min.

13000X3500X3000

9000X2900X3000

11000X3500X3000

Back View

have better life expectancy.

Electric Control Panel

Safe Warning

machined in our own plant. Spindles in our LPMs has dia of 95 mm,
wider dia improves the stability of the spindle.

Roller Table

Polishing Head for
Granite

Gang Rollers for
Reciprocation of Bridge

Edge Cutting

Hydraulic Loader & Unloader
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Diamond Gang Saw Machine for Marble/Agglomerate Marble
Structure:- The Gang Saw Structure is built by high quality steel and consisting of four Pillars Fabricated with heavy plates & duly connected
and welded with cross Beam to ensure maximum stability and protecting mechanical impact which is subject to during of the marble block.

For Smooth and Fast Cutting:- The duly stress relieved BLADE HOLDER FRAME accommodates the tensioning of diamond blades up to
14 tons each blade. The reciprocating motion is governed by articulated guides which reduces to a minimum of the problem of friction resulting
from the movement of the blade holder frame. It greatly reduces maintenance cost because it does not require replacement like the traditional
slide ways which are subject to continuously wear.
The blade holder frame is moved by DOUBLE CONNECTING RODS which are placed for the blade holder frame movement, perfectly
rectilinear without any deviation at the both ends of the blade holder frame even when the uneven block is on cutting motion and also the
advantage of double connecting rods is that all mechanical thrust and energy towards the blade holder frame are equally spread.

The Block Trolley Platform is made up of heavy plates fabricated structure situated between four pillars and lifted by 90 mm dia. LEAD
SCREWS and heavy duty G. M. LEAD NUTS attached to every pillar. The lead screws works simultaneously which are synchronized with lay
shafts and chains system and coupled to auxiliary motors and reduction gear boxes. The trolley platform lifting on TWO PRISMATIC AND
TWO PLAIN VERTICAL SLIDES WAYS which are hard chrome plated to protection against rust and ensure durability too. The prismatic slide
ways prevent any deviation of lifting away from vertical axis.

The Battery Unit consisting of high carbon steel ultrasonic tested shaft of dia 300 mm mounted on heavy duty bearings which are enclosed
in m. s. pedestals duly stress relieved. Heavy alloy steel eccentric mounted on the both ends of the shaft to run the connected rods. FLY WHEEL
of the graded cast iron is mounted between the pedestals on the shaft. The MAIN ELECTRIC MOTOR drive the fly wheel via TRANSMISSION
PULLEY.
The surface contact area of motor shaft is very small and its speed too high for direct connecting with the fly wheel. The transmission pulley
reduces the angles of belts thus increasing the contact surfaces as well as reducing the speed between the motor shaft and fly wheel. All
components such as lay shaft, chains, lead screws, feed / fast up and down mechanism are covered to protect from water etc..
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Diamond Gang Saw Machine for Marble/Agglomerate Marble

Articulated Rectilinear Arms
The main technical design behind its high performance is the Four
Articulated Rectilinear Arms which support the Blade Rack Frame.
These Arms are friction free during operation, unlike traditional
slideways. Thus resulting in a considerable reduction of maintenance

Articulated Rectilinear Arms

cost & elimination of recurring lubricant cost. The enclosed cover not
Connecting Rods

only provide protection from dirt, dust, water & rust. But also facilitates
the operator to have a look on moving parts for any preventive
maintenance as well as greasing while the machine is running.

Battery Unit
Equal distribution of mechanical thrust over all machine components

Battery Unit
The power and source of movement to the Blade
Rack Frame is provided by the Battery Unit which
consists of heavy duty ultra-sonic tested shaft. This
shaft is mounted with flywheel in the centre & two
roller bearings on either sides. The Eccentrics &
pedestals mounted on either ends of the main
shaft, which in turn is connected to the Connecting
Rods.
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Diamond Gang Saw Machine for Marble/Agglomerate Marble

Elevation

Top View

Cut out view of
Rectilinear Arms Assembly

Dimensional Data
No. of
Blades

Model

Max. Block Size

Overall Size

Blade

Foundation

X

Y

Z

L

A

B

C

RC

P

Q

R

G

E

F

H

I

KMT PL M.G.S. 70

70

3200

1800

1900

180 x 4200

13870

5100

5000

1650

3020

6505

4250

14675

3300

2000

7670

5650

KMT PL M.G.S. 80

80

3200

2100

2100

180 x 4200

14675

5500

5200

1850

3920

6505

4250

14615

3300

2100

7670

5650

Technical Specifications
Length of
Blades

4100/420
0 X 180mm

Rotation

Thickness of
Speed of
Slab
Driving Shaft

20mm

90 RPM

Stroke
Length

Tensioning of
Blades

Tensioning
Device of
Blades

700

10-15 Tons
Blades

Mechanical

Water
Lubricating
Consumption
System

10ltr.
/ Blades

Grease

Blade
Holder
Frame
Motion
To & Fro On
Articulated
Guide

Cut Down Main Motor
Feed Speed
Power

Cut Down
Feed Motor
Power

Fast Lowering
Motor Power

Trolley
Translation
Speed

Total
Installed
Power

50 to 700
Mm/hr

2.2/3
KW/HP

7.5/10
KW/HP

4 Mtr/min.

132/180
KW/HP

110/150
KW/HP

Block Trolley Entry Front View
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The position of rack is such, it stays in scrutiny

About KMT NG 9/2400

KMT NG - 9/2400 & NG - 5/3000

The KMT NG 9/2400 being the renaissance of G 9/2300 for cutting lines of Granite are the soundest investment for companies requiring elevated production, superior quality and
parsimonious time approach.
The supremacy of NG 9/2400 was made possible by transitioning the position of Up-Down Arrangement and situating it on the facade instead of the Center. Unlike G-9/2300, the
all new NG 9/2400 weighs 1 tonne rather than 8 tonnes. Hence, raising the speed, efficiency and gaining exceptionally outstanding results.
We at KMT, openly claim that NG 9/2400 has been tested for thousands of working hours before its launch in the world market and has attained excellence by combining innovative
ideas with existing solutions.

Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

Useful

Isometric Front View

Cutting Size

Motors Power

Type

KMT NG-9/2400

Number of Blades

9

Length (mm)
Height(mm)

1000
2000

Main (hp)

75 Hp 1400 Rpm

Beam (up/down)

5 Hp 1440 Rpm

To & Fro Motion

5 Hp

Beam Lt

2 Hp

Isometric Back View

KMT NG-5/3000

Number of Blades
Useful

3300

Width (mm)

Length of Beam

Type

Cutting Size

Motors Power

3300

Height(mm)

1300

Width (mm)

2000

Main (hp)

75 Hp 1400 Rpm

Beam (up/down)

5 Hp 1440 Rpm

To & Fro Motion

5 Hp

Beam Lt
Length of Beam

8.5 (m)

5

Length (mm)

2 Hp
9.5 (m)

Cycle Per Minute

325

Cycle Per Minute

325

Weight of the Machine

17000 Kg. (approx.)

Weight of The Machine

19000 Kg. (approx.)

Dimensions of Trolley

2100 X 3050

Dimensions of Trolley (mm)

2100 X 3050

The technical data (dimensions and weight) provided in the above table are not
binding. We reserve the right to introduce and bring alterations without any prior
notice to the customer.

Back View

The Technical Data (Dimensions and Weight) Provided in the Above Table are Not
Binding. We Reserve The Right to Introduce and Bring Alterations Without Any
Prior Notice to the Customer.
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KMT NG - 9/2400 & NG - 5/3000

NG-9/2400 Cutting the stone blocks from the side (Horizontally)

Back view
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Multi-Blade Stone Cutter KMT - G9/2300 & G5/3000

About KMT - G9/2300, G5/3000
The KMT- G9/2300, KMT-G5/3000 Stone Cutter is multi
blade block saw for sawing kinds of stone blocks into slabs of
varying thickness with up to 9 nos. of diamond circular saw
blades. The structure of such machine featured of simple and
functional, is made up of a sturdy fabricated steel & cast iron to
ensure maximum stability and utmost precision during sawing. Plus
the machine is formed with linear motion guide running path.
"Hydraulic cylinders for rapid up/ down system”, to ensure
maximum protection against rust. Lubricant System can vastly
reduce maintenance Frequency and maintenance costs which
means a perfectly cutter compared with traditional same kind of

Back side View

Hydraulic Cylinder for Rapid Up/Down System

machine.
Front View

Steel Fabricated giant blade for extra depth cutting, a robust

Technical Specifications

machine built on four columns that support and guide the vertical
cutting unit movement along with the steel fabricated bridge.

Model

Maximum Diameter of
Blade (mm)

Number of Blades

Lifting Travel (mm)

Max. Cutting Size
(mm) L X W X H

Power of Main Moter
(HP)

Water Consumption
(M3/H)

Gross-weight (tons)

KMT - G9/2300

2400

9

1200

4000 X 2000 X 1000

55KW/75HP

26

16

KMT G - 5/3000

3000

5

1600

4000 X 2000 X 1200

55KW/75HP

26

18

Vertical movement on two precision screws. Plus the machine
formed with linear motion guide running path. Max. diameter of
Top View of
Main Motor &
Hydraulic Power Pack

fixed blade can be 2400 with five number of smaller disc
combination. The machine is available for cutting Granite Block.
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Multi-Blade Stone Cutter KMT - G5/2300

“Steel Fabricated giant blade for extra depth cutting, a robust

Technical Specifications

machine built on four columns that support and guide the vertical
cutting unit movement along with the steel fabricated bridge.
Vertical movement on two precision screws. Plus the machine

Model

Blade Max
Number Length of Dimensions of Max Cutting Size Spindle Drive Gross-weight
Diameter (mm) of Blades Beam (mm) Trolley (mm)
(Tons)
L X H X W (mm)
Motor (hp)

formed with linear motion guide running path. Max. diameter of
fixed blade can be 2300 with five number of smaller disc
combination. The machine is available for cutting Granite Block."

LM Guide View

KMT G 5/2300

2400

5

6300

1800 X 3000

3500 X 1000 X
1800

50

14.5

Carriage Assembly

LM Guide View

Vertical Column

Front View
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Gantry Crane - Capacity Upto 50 Tonns

About Gantry Crane
Plate fabrication adequately designed and reinforced by stiffening ribs to
take care of all types of loadings. This is connected by cross beams. The
complete structure is mounted on four wheel base each having two double
rimmed steel wheels provided with flexible bushing to take care of any
misalignment. The top beam is firmly fixed on both side to take care of jerks in
operation. The crab carriage is in steel section. It is comprised of special crane
duty motor connected to heavy duty speed reducers and coupled up to a

Hoist Assembly

grooved steel drum. Electromagnetic brakes / hydro thruster brakes are
used to control the smooth lifting of weight. The block is equipped with a
forged steel forked revolving hook. Wire rope is of 6x37 construction.
Access ladder leading to inspection walkway which runs along one beam
and is made of walking surface with railing and foot guard. Electric
operations are controlled with push button control unit independent from the
position of winch trolley and sliding in loop through cable carriers. Limit

Side View

Long Travel Bogie Assembly

switches for cross to ensure accident free operations.

Technical Specifications
Operational Speeds
Capacity

Span of
Beam

Cantilever
Overhang

Lifting Height

Motor Power

Worm/healing Gear Reduction

Total Installed
Power

Long Travel

Cross Travel

Lift

Long Travel

Cross Travel

LIFT

30 MT

10-30 Mtrs.

3-6 Mtrs.

5.5-7 Mtrs.

10.0/18.8 Mtrs./Min.

8.7/16.0 Mtrs./Min.

2.0 Mtrs./ Min.

2 HP X 2

2 HP

20 HP

26.0 HP

50 MT

10-30 Mtrs.

3-6 Mtrs.

5.5-7 Mtrs.

10.0/18.8 Mtrs./Min.

8.7/16.0 Mtrs./Min.

2.0 Mtrs./ Min.

3 HP X 2

3 HP

25 HP

34.0 HP

Hoist Unit
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KARM MACHINE TOOLS PVT. LTD.
E - 4 & 5. RIICO Ind. Area, Gegal, Ajmer 305023 (RAJ.) INDIA
Phone: +91 145 26 01095, 2601295 Fax: +91 145 26 01294
Mob. No.: +91 98281 71421, 99833 15451
E-mail: semtech@sehmiindia.com
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